ABSOLUTE
OPTIMUM EFFICIENCY.
All the reasons why you should
only buy MAN Genuine Parts.
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IF IT DOESN’T
SAY MAN, IT ISN’T
THE REAL DEAL.

MAN GENUINE PARTS
AND MAN SERVICE –
STRONGER TOGETHER.

Your MAN vehicle is a valuable business asset. Off the road,
it’s costing you money, so it surely makes sense to keep it in
the best possible condition.
That’s why we recommend you always use MAN Genuine Parts,
every one of which is manufactured in accordance with our
strict guidelines to work perfectly with your MAN vehicle.
Unlike replica parts – which may save you money in the short
term – they guarantee you maximum reliability, durability,
safety and economy.
If in doubt, look for the MAN item number which is only
awarded to MAN Genuine Parts once they have successfully
completed an exhaustive series of quality and endurance tests.

Our parts come from our UK distribution centre and
over 97% are available from our European Logistics
Centre. All come with a free 24-month fitted warranty
that is valid worldwide.
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Combine MAN Genuine Parts with MAN Service and
you’ll find no better way to ensure your vehicle is
completely roadworthy.
Around the UK we have 195 trained Parts Technicians, all of whom
are focused 100% on offering you the very best customer service.

“Using MAN Genuine Parts keeps your vehicle in
perfect condition and safeguards your investment.”

THE FINE ART OF
FILTRATION.

FREE

MAN twill cap
when you spend £250
or more. (Worth £20)
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Unfortunately, there are impurities in everything you need to run your
MAN vehicle – in the fuel, the oil and the AdBlue. Even the air in your
cab requires attention from time to time.
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However, by fitting MAN Genuine filters, you’ll not only be keeping all those
harmful impurities to a minimum, you’ll also be enhancing the performance
of your vehicle and prolonging its life. Here are a few things you’ll only find
with the real deal:

PERFORMANCE

MAN Genuine filters have sufficient dirt pick-up capacity to capture harmful
particles throughout the entire service interval, unlike replicas which frequently
become clogged and regularly need changing.

PLEAT GEOMETRY

Only MAN Genuine filters have the correct amount of pleats, surface area and
properties to handle the extended service intervals of your MAN vehicle.

DESIGN

MAN Genuine filters can also be securely mounted and sealed to maximise
performance, unlike replicas which aren’t manufactured to the correct
dimensions or shape.

ACCURACY OF FIT

MAN Genuine filters are designed to accurately fit the exact dimensions of
the filter vessel. If a replica filter doesn’t fit properly or is made from inferior
materials, it’s going to leak, and harmful particles are likely to get in and
cause damage.

ONLY CLEAN OIL IS GOOD FOR YOUR MAN

Engine oil has a lot to do. Not only does it
lubricate the moving parts within the engine
– thus preventing wear – it also helps dissipate
heat, protects against corrosion, and acts as
a cleaner.
It’s therefore vital to ensure that particles
of metal, dust or combustion residue are
filtered out before they can hamper the oil’s
performance and reduce the life of your engine.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR RANGE OF MAN GENUINE FILTERS.
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GET OFF TO
THE BEST START.

MORE CHARGE,
LESS CHARGE.

As you know, combustion engines don’t just start on their own; they
need a self-starting starter motor. However, what you may not know is
that in addition to our extensive selection of new parts, we also offer
MAN Genuine Ecoline starter motors. If you have an older vehicle,
they’re an inexpensive alternative.

Our Ecoline range also includes alternators. Given the ever-increasing level of
electrical equipment in modern commercial vehicles, an efficient, reliable and
high-performing alternator is an absolute essential. However, it doesn’t have
to be expensive.
Like all Ecoline products, MAN Ecoline alternators are subject to the same rigorous
testing we apply to our new replacement parts. And like our starter motors,
they are protected against salt spray, humidity, dust, vibration, high and low
temperatures, and aggressive fluids.

We favour a workshop repair process when re-manufacturing MAN Genuine
Ecoline starter motors and the process is subject to the same quality
requirements and series standards as the production of new parts.
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THE STARTER MOTORS TO TRUST

Every MAN Genuine starter motor is packed with power, reliability
and the promise of a long service life.
They’re protected against salt spray, humidity, dust, vibrations, high
and low temperatures, and aggressive fluids to ensure you always
get off to a dependable start.
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FREE

MAN twill cap
when you spend £250
or more. (Worth £20)

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR ECOLINE STARTER MOTORS AND ALTERNATORS.
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ABSOLUTE
ESSENTIALS.
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Every minute your truck is off the road means
lost revenue. That’s why every MAN dealer
in the UK is committed to stocking the parts
that need replacing most often, including
bumper sections and corners, step assemblies,
headlamp and light units, mirrors and mirror
guards, and many more. With MAN as your
partner, you’ll get back to business fast.

FREE

MAN twill
cap when you
spend £250
or more.
(Worth £20)

MAN Genuine
bumper sections & corners

MAN Genuine
step assemblies

MAN Genuine
headlamp & light units

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR LATEST 8X4 OFFERS.

MAN Genuine
mirrors & mirror guards
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WHENEVER YOU NEED A PART,
WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK.
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To ensure you and your MAN TGE stay on the
road, our dealers throughout the UK have committed
to stocking the parts you’re most likely to need,
including bumpers, wipers, headlamp and light units,
mirrors, tail lamps and many more. So, when you
need a part, it’ll be on the shelf waiting for you.

FREE

MAN twill
cap when you
spend £250
or more.
(Worth £20)

MAN Genuine
bumpers
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MAN Genuine
wipers

MAN Genuine
headlamp & light units

AL OF

MAN Genuine
mirrors

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR A FITTING PRICE TODAY.

MAN Genuine
tail lamps
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OILS LIKE
NO OTHER.
HIGH-PERFORMANCE OIL FOR
HIGH-PERFORMANCE ENGINES.

Modern engines have many boxes to
tick. They have to offer top performance,
flawless efficiency, and low, low emissions.
And they have to do it at all times,
even under extreme climatic conditions.
For MAN trucks, buses and vans,
that means using MAN Genuine oil.
It’s produced by certified suppliers in
accordance with our own stringent
specifications – they’re higher than anyone
else’s – and carefully inspected regularly
to ensure it’s up to standard.

IT’S THE EXTRAS THAT
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE.
MAN GENUINE OILS…
n	Are

subject to continuous
external and internal quality
inspections

n	Offer

you top performance
and efficiency with minimal
oil consumption

MAN GENUINE ACCESSORIES

How can you turn an ordinary MAN into your very own? With MAN Genuine
accessories. From air conditioners and exterior lighting to floor mats, tool kits
and roof bars, our range of MAN Genuine accessories will help you make your
vehicle safer, more comfortable and more enjoyable to drive. All our accessories
are custombuilt to fit our vehicles, and you can divide them into six groups:
Comfort
	inc. seat covers, floor mats, air
conditioners and mattresses

n	Are

n

n	Are

n

tested on paper, in
the laboratory and out on
the road
100% approved for use
with your MAN

n	Can

result in fuel savings
and reduced CO2 emissions,
helping to reduce your total
cost of ownership (TCO).

Safety
	inc. LED beacons, spotlights,
and protective cages for lights
Infotainment
	inc. CB radio sets and additional
infotainment system functions
such as hands-free Bluetooth
and voice control
n

Style
	inc. wheel trims, LED rear lights
and exterior styling packages
n

n

FREE

MAN twill
cap when you
purchase a barrel of
MAN Genuine oil.
(Worth £20)

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON MAN GENUINE OIL.

Driver assistance systems
inc. retrofit kits

Transport
	inc. ladder holders and trailer
fixtures.
n

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON OUR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF MAN GENUINE ACCESSORIES.
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